The difference ZEROSPAM
Zerospam is the 100% cloud solution that offers superior protection against spam
and email-borne cyberattacks such as ransomware, viruses, Phishing, and Spear
Phishing. Zerospam is an affordable solution for any business, highly efficient
against the dangers of cyberspace, and requires no additional devices.

SUPERIOR RANSOMWARE DETECTION
Zerospam scans for the top 3 ransomware propagation vectors: hidden executable files,
infected macros in documents from old versions of Microsoft Office, and dangerous
links.
PROVEN ACCURACY
Since 2012, Zerospam has been periodically evaluated by the VBSpam program. Over this
time, our solution has achieved detection rates above 99.9% consistently, and false positives
have been negligible. On six occasions, we have received the prestigious VBSpam+ award,
reserved for solutions with a minimum detection rate of 99.95% and 0 false positives.
SUPERIOR SPEAR PHISHING DETECTION
To detect and stop fraud attempts through email, Zerospam’s specialized algorithms
compare factors such as the origin of each message, the validation of domains, the
Levenshtein distance between domains (TO / FROM), and the presence of text related to
money transfers.
ZEROSPAM RELIABILITY
Use Transport Layer Security (TLS) to protect emails in transit. TLS can also be applied to
messages sent to your key business partners. The Zerospam filtration process occurs at the
speed of light, and no information is stored, except for communication logs and quarantined
messages.
ASSURED COMPATIBILITY
Zerospam is compatible with the top email solutions on the market. Whether it is an
on-premises mail server or a cloud email solution, Zerospam will be your best ally. Zerospam
is 100% compatible with Microsoft 365, Office 365, Microsoft Exchange, GSuite, cPanel,
PostFix, among others.
PROTECTED EVERYWHERE
Studies show that most vulnerabilities are not related to technology but human error.
Allowing any user to access the quarantine is not secure; for this reason, the Zerospam
quarantine is centralized; however, the customer can change that parameter at any time.

FEEDBACK SYSTEM AND FILTRATION RULES ALWAYS UPDATED
Zerospam users have the option of installing a plug-in to the email client that allows
one-click reporting of unwanted messages (spam) that may have circumvented the
filtering process. The feedback from Zerospam’s huge customer base enables us to
update our filtering rules regularly, so our customers are always protected at the highest
level.
EASY TO MANAGE FROM START TO END
Zerospam is a once-and-done cloud solution made to be configured and forgotten. Our
customers love to know that their emails are always protected without the need for major
administration efforts. From the layout of our platform to our declarative license, everything
has been designed to make your life easier.
SHORT AND MANAGEABLE QUARANTINES
Zerospam quarantines allow for quick and easy administration. Our solution has multiple
filters that facilitate email searches, as well as icons that allow you to see why a message was
quarantined. Zerospam evaluates emails giving them a score that reflects the level of risk
they represent, according to the filters applied.
EXPERT TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Zerospam’s technical support experts have years of experience and master SMTP as a
second language. They are trained to deliver complete answers competently and quickly to
all email-related questions. We work with synergies, and we are always attentive to the
needs of our clients.
INTEGRATED REDUNDANCY
With 3 data centers, Zerospam provides a reliable service 24/7. Our data centers are hosted
in different parts of the world; thus, should a service interruption occur in one of these
centers, the other two will continue to operate, ensuring an uninterrupted flow of emails.
CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT
In the event of a failure in the client’s server, Zerospam offers a free continuity service for five
days. During those five days, emails will queue. If you need more time, you can request it by
making a temporary account set up; that way, you’ll get your emails without any problem.
READY-TO-USE SOLUTION
Zerospam comes ready with its filtration parameters ready to go from the first minute. We
make it easy for you because we are the antispam experts. We block ALL spam and deliver
ALL legitimate emails.

The most accurate, safe, and simple antispam cloud solution!
To learn more about Zerospam, contact us ventascloud@intcomex.com

